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DISCLAIMER:  The Kenosha Landlord Association publishes this newsletter to create awareness 
of issues relating to the rental housing industry. Information is compiled from a variety of 
sources and the views and concerns expressed by the contributors do not necessarily reflect 
those of the editor or the Association. When necessary, we suggest you consult an attorney. 
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To Our Members 
 

Last month our President, Mark Nausieda, presented Landscaping For Land-

lords.  Mark provided valuable information on how important landscaping can be 

in attracting tenants and adding to rental property value. 

 

With fall and winter approaching landlords need to be working on their weatheri-

zation plans.  There may be rebates currently available for replacing furnaces, hot 

water heaters, etc. with more energy efficient models. 

 

At our next membership meeting on Wednesday, September 17th, we will discuss  

Pre-Winterization Maintenance.  See page 8 of the newsletter for some helpful 

winterizing tips for both landlords and tenants. 

 

September Meeting:  Wednesday, Sept. 17th at the VFW, 6618 39th Avenue.  

Appetizers and networking at 6:30 pm.  Meeting begins promptly at 7:00 pm. 

http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/04/30/hud-issues-notice-on-assistance-animals-and-reasonable-accomodations-for-persons-with-disabilities/
http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/04/30/hud-issues-notice-on-assistance-animals-and-reasonable-accomodations-for-persons-with-disabilities/
http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/04/30/hud-issues-notice-on-assistance-animals-and-reasonable-accomodations-for-persons-with-disabilities/
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HUD Issues Notice on Assistance Animals and Reasonable Accommodations  
For Persons with Disabilities 

Source: Tristan R. Pettit, Esq. Date: April 2013 

 

Today the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) issued a notice on assistance animals and reasonable 

accommodations for persons with disabilities.  Not to long ago I wrote a post that dealt with this subject.  HUD’s new notice 

also adds clarifying information to that post. 
 
Disability-related complaints, including those that involve assistance animals, are the most common discrimination complaint 

that HUD receives per John Trasvina, HUD Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and  and Equal Opportunity, so HUD felt a 

need to publish this Notice to provide further guidance on the topic. The notice will provides landlords and management com-

panies with an explanation how to properly treat a request by a tenant or their guest for a reasonable accommodation to the 

landlord’s “no pet” policy.  Below are some highlights from the Notice but I strongly encourage everyone to read the entire 

Notice. 
 

Highlights: 
 

1.  While the definition of a “service animal” under the ADA has been limited to include only dogs that have been specifically     

 trained (and it specifically excludes emotional support animal) this limited ADA definition DOES NOT limit a landlord’s 

 obligations to make reasonable accommodations for assistance animals under the Fair Housing Act and Section 504 of the 

 Rehabilitation Act ot 1973, (or Wisconsin’s Open Housing Law for that matter) 

2.  A reasonable accommodation analysis must be considered when persons with disabilities use (or seek to use) assistance 

 animals in housing where the landlord forbids residents from having pets or otherwise imposes restrictions or conditions 

 relating to the pet. 

3.  Assistance animals provide many disability-related functions including, but not limited to: 

 a.  guiding individuals who are blind or sight-impaired 

 b.  alerting individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing 

 c.  providing protection or rescue assistance 

 d.  pulling a wheelchair 

 e.  fetching items 

 f.  alerting persons to impending seizures 

 g.  providing emotional support to persons with disabilities who have a disability-related need for such support. 

4.  For purposes of a reasonable accommodations request, there is no requirement that the animal be individually trained or  

     certified. 

5.  Landlords are to evaluate a requests for a reasonable accommodation to posses an assistance animal in a rental unit using  

     the general principles applicable to all reasonable accommodations requests. 
6.  After receiving such a request a landlord must consider the following: 

 a.  Does the person have a disability? 

 b.  Does the person have a disability-related need for an assistance animal? 

 If the answer to both questions is “yes” then the federal laws (and Wisconsin’s Open Housing laws) requires a landlord to 

 modify or provide an exception to its “no pets” rule or policy so that the tenant can have an assistance animal. 

7.   The request for an assistance animal can be denied, even if the answers to the above questions were “yes”, if:  

 a.  the specific assistance animal poses a direct threat to the health and safety of others that cannot be reduced or  

     eliminated by another reasonable accommodation. 

 b.  the specific assistance animal would cause substantial physical damage to the property of others that cannot be   

      reduced or eliminated by another reasonable accommodation. 

8.  Breed, size, and weight limitations may not be applied to an assistance animal. 

9.  Landlords may not require applicants and residents to pay a deposit for an assistance animal. 

10.  Landlords may require a tenant to cover the cost of repairs for damage caused by an assistance animal to the rental unit or 

       common areas after it has occurred. 

11.  Landlords may ask individuals with disabilities who’s disability is not readily apparent or known to the landlord, to sub 

      mit reliable documentation of a disability and their disability-related need for an assistance animal.  The documentation is 

      considered sufficient if it establishes the person has a disability and that the animal will provide some type of disability- 

      related assistance or emotional support. 

12.  A determination as to whether a person has a disability-related need for an assistance animal involves an individualized  

       assessment.  There are no bright line rules here.  The analysis is very fact specific. 

13.  A delayed response to a request for a reasonable accommodation could be considered a violation if the delay is solely to 

       frustrate the process. 

http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/04/30/hud-issues-notice-on-assistance-animals-and-reasonable-accomodations-for-persons-with-disabilities/
http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/04/30/hud-issues-notice-on-assistance-animals-and-reasonable-accomodations-for-persons-with-disabilities/
http://petriestocking.com/blog/author/tristan/
http://petriestocking.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/SKMBT_C65013043018000.pdf
http://petriestocking.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/SKMBT_C65013043018000.pdf
http://petriestocking.com/blog/2013/02/12/so-lets-talk-about-companioncomfort-animals-in-rental-properties/
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So Let’s Talk About . . . Companion/Comfort Animals In Rental Properties 
Source: Tristan R. Pettit, Esq. Date: April 2013 

The terms comfort animals and companion animals interchangeably throughout this article. 
 
So we are all on the “same page” a companion animal is an animal that is NOT specifically trained or certified but rather  

provides a tenant with a disability with emotional support.  Specifically trained and certified animals that assist people with 

disabilities is beyond the scope of this post.  Wisconsin does not have a specific statute related to comfort animals.  Many peo-

ple improperly think that sec. 106.50(2r)(4)(bm), Wis. Stats.  entitled “Animals Assisting People with Disabilities” applies to 

companion animals.  It does not.  That section deals only with specially trained and certified animals that help people with 

mobility, vision or hearing impairments.  Comfort animals are not specially trained and/or certified and they do assist people 

with disabilities affecting more than just mobility, hearing and vision. 
 
So what is the applicable Wisconsin law dealing with companion animals or comfort animals if they do not fall under this  

provision?  Comfort animals are dealt with under a much more broad section of fair housing law dealing with “reasonable 

accommodations” which can be found at sec. 106.50(2r)(4), Wis. Stats.  A “reasonable accommodation” is a request made by 

a tenant for a change in a landlord’s rules, policies, practices or services that are associated with housing when such accom-

modation is necessary to afford an individual equal opportunity to use and enjoy housing. 
 
For example, a request by a tenant to keep a companion animal is a request for a reasonable accommodation to a landlord’s 

“no pet” policy. 
 
The Law:  It is considered to be discriminatory to refuse to allow a tenant’s request to keep a comfort animal if they meet the 

following requirements: 
 
1.   The tenant meets the definition of having a disability under Wisconsin or federal law (“an individual with a physical or  

      mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities, a person regarded as having such an  

      Impairment, or a person with a record of such an impairment”). 

2.   The accommodation must be necessary to afford the disabled tenant an equal opportunity to use and enjoy the rental  

      property. 

3.   There must be an identifiable relationship (or nexus) between the tenant’s disability and the request. 
 
So in the case of a request for a companion animal, the tenant must demonstrate a nexus between their disability and the  

function or service that the companion animal provides.  A landlord may request reliable disability-related information from  

a tenant that is necessary to:  

(1) verify that the tenant meets the definition of having a disability,  

(2) describes the needed accommodation, and  

(3) shows the relationship between the two.   
 
If the disability is open and obvious then the landlord should not request verification of the disability from the tenant.  The 

tenant’s specific disability need not even be disclosed – just the fact that the tenant has a disability is sufficient.  A tenant’s 

request for a reasonable accommodation may be oral or in writing and the actual term “reasonable accommodation” need not 

be used.  The request can even be made by someone on the tenant’s behalf. 
 

  
Coffee, Water, Soft Drinks  

will be provided. 
 

Safe Housing is a Right  
and a Responsibility! 

 
RENTERS  

Tell your Landlord about this  

free seminar.  

LANDLORDS 

Learn how to attract/retain re-

sponsible Renters. 

  
Come and learn about all of the new laws!!!!! 

 

Landlord/Crime Free  

Multi-Housing Rental Seminar 

September 9th & 11th  6pm to 10pm 

This is a two day class and you will 

be required to attend both days. 

 
Location: Boys and Girls Club 

      1330 52nd St. 
                Kenosha, WI 53140 

 
 

To register for the seminar please call:  

Crime prevention Unit at 657-3937  

         or  

        e-mail: watch@kenoshapolice.com. 

Continued on page 4 

http://petriestocking.com/blog/author/tristan/
http://docs.legis.wi.gov/statutes/statutes/106.pdf#page=8
http://docs.legis.wi.gov/statutes/statutes/106.pdf#page=8
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Practical Effects: 
 
In case you are wondering, the threshold that a tenant must meet in order to be able to keep a comfort animal is very low. 
 
It is not even required that the tenant’s doctor confirm that the tenant has a disability.  HUD and DOJ’s Joint Statement on Reason-

able Accommodations Under The Fair Housing Act (May 17, 2004) states that a doctor or “other medical professional, a peer sup-
port group, a non-medical service agency, or a reliable third party who is in a position to know about the tenant’s disability” may 

provide the verification of the tenant’s disability. 
 
As mentioned previously, a tenant’s comfort animal need not be specially trained or certified.  A comfort/companion animal can be 

any type of animal that the tenant wants.  It could be the dog or cat (or mouse, rat, lizard, fish, . . .  ) that the tenant owned prior to 

becoming disabled.  It could be the stray dog that the tenant found walking down the alley last week.  It could be a cat that the ten-

ant’s mother no longer wants in her house.  It could be the rat that the tenant bought at the local pet shop. 
 
I have read articles, case law, and been involved in cases in which all kinds of animals have been requested to serve as a tenant’s 

companion animals . . .  a miniature horses (because it would live longer than a dog and the tenant’s mental health disability would 

be exacerbated by the death of another dog that wouldn’t not outlive her), 5 cats (each one allegedly assisted the person with a dif-

ferent aspect of their disability), snakes (tenant was allergic to dander), and pit bulls (why . . . . just because).  There is no limit on 

the type/breed, size, or age of a companion animal.  So if the tenant wants a Bull Mastiff as their companion animal even though 
they live in an efficiency apartment and a much smaller dog could serve the same purpose, they can do that. 
 
A landlord can deny a tenant’s request for a companion animal if it: 
 
 1.  Poses a direct threat to the health or safety of others unless the threat can be eliminated or greatly reduced. 

 2.  Results in substantial physical damage to the property of others unless the threat can be eliminated or greatly reduced. 

 3.  Poses an undue financial burden and administrative burden. 

 4.  Fundamentally alters the nature of the housing provider’s operations. 
 
For example, a landlord could exclude a tenant’s comfort animal if that animal’s behavior poses a direct threat because it attacked 

another tenant. 
 
In order to make a decision to deny a tenant’s reasonable accommodation request to keep an animal that poses a direct threat to oth-
ers safety, you will be required to go through a very fact intensive analysis.  You cannot just refuse the tenant’s pit bull comfort ani-

mal just because you might believe that all pit bulls are inherently dangerous.  There must be a direct threat not just a speculative 

risk.   Even if the animal was once dangerous, if the tenant takes the animal to obedience training, administers medication, or pur-

chases the animal equipment (like a muzzle) which causes the animal to no longer be dangerous, then it may no longer be reasonable 

to exclude the animal. 
 
I have worked with many landlords and management companies in analyzing whether a tenant’s request for a reasonable accommo-

dation to keep a companion animal should be granted.  Without a doubt the single most difficult concept for my clients to accept is 

that a comfort animal IS NOT A PET. 
 
I find it easier for landlords to understand this concept if they think of the comfort animal as an assistive device such as a wheel-

chair, crutches,  or pain medication.  By thinking this way, many landlords will be better able to keep themselves out of trouble.  Let 

me explain provide an example. 
 
One of my clients generally understood that he had to allow his tenant to keep a comfort animal but he was wondering if he could at 

the very least require the tenant (and the companion animal) to live in the one building in his apartment complex that allowed 

pets.  It was a very innocent question and one that I sure many landlords might have themselves. 
 
The answer is a resounding “NO.”  Why is that? 
 
Remember, a companion animal is not a pet.  Again, think of the companion animal as an assistive device such as a wheel-

chair.  Would it be acceptable to require all tenants that use wheelchairs to live in one building together?   Would it be OK to require 

all tenants that are prescribed antidepressant medication to live on the same floor?  Of course not.  Well the same goes with the ten-

ant with the companion animal. 
 
Since comfort animals are not pets a landlord is also not allowed to make the tenant that has one enter into a Pet Agreement or pay a 
monthly pet fee or even a pet deposit. 
 
Having said that, a tenant that has a companion animal is still responsible for the animal’s behavior and any damage that it may 

cause.  For example, the tenant must still pick up after the companion animal.  The tenant must still keep the comfort animal on a 

leash and prevent it from jumping on or harming others.  The tenant must still prevent the comfort animal from making excessive 

noise or damaging the rental property. 

 

So Let’s Talk About . . . Companion/Comfort Animals In Rental Properties (Cont.) 

Continued on page 5 

http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/huddojstatement.pdf
http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/huddojstatement.pdf
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bull+mastiff+&qs=n&form=QBIR&pq=bull+mastiff+&sc=8-13&sp=-1&sk=#view=detail&id=0A5FDFF356CD2A2CD86C6FDC08722990E356B1E3&selectedIndex=28
http://petriestocking.com/blog/2009/12/09/does-your-tenant-have-a-pet-then-you-better-be-using-a-written-pet-agreement/
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So Let’s Talk About . . . Companion/Comfort Animals In Rental Properties (Cont.) 

If a tenant does not take responsibility for the actions of their companion animal a landlord has every right to serve that tenant 

with the appropriate notice to correct breach or vacate and evict if them if needed.  Since comfort animals are not specially 

trained or certified poor behavior is often an issue.  I have had to evict several tenants with companion animals as a result of 

their poor behavior.   In one case the companion animal which happened to be a dog repeatedly escapeed from the rental 

unit and ran free in the common areas of the building.  Another case the animal (a dog again) bit another tenant.  Another, in-

volved a dog that crapped all over the lawn and the tenant refused to pick up after it. 
 
Conclusion:  The popularity of comfort/companion animals is not waning.  I expect that landlords and management companies 

will be getting more and more requests as more people are being diagnosed and treated for mental health issues for which a 

companion animal may prove helpful.  Not to mention that many war veterans are returning with PTSD, depression, and/or 

anxiety, for which comfort animals are being prescribed.  And there will always be those tenants that just want to have a pet 

without having to pay a pet fee or move to a rental unit that allows pets, so they buy a pet, play the system, and “disguise” their 

pet as a comfort animal. If you have not already dealt with a request by a tenant for a reasonable accommodation to your “no 

pet” or “limited pet” policy, I am certain that you soon will.  As such, it is very important that you educate yourself on the ap-

plicable laws so that you can properly handle such a request from a tenant and not run afoul of federal or state laws. 

 

 

      Wisconsin Legal Blank Co., Inc. 

      http://www.wilegalblank.com/ 

      Rick Russell 

      414.344.5155 
      rick@wilegalblank.com 
 
      11 NEW RENTAL FORMS 
  

     Approved Rental Forms conforming –ACT 76 Mandatory March 1, 2014 
 

 Wisconsin Legal Blank Printing and Forms has provided it’s customers with high quality pre-printed and  

 custom forms for over 100 years. 

 

Landlord-Tenant Wordsearch 
 

       

 
  BUSINESSLAW   

  CHAD     

  COURTNEY   

  EJECTMENT    

  EVICTION   

  KRISTAL     

  LANDLORD   

  LEASE     

  LEASEHOLDESTATE  

  LESSEE    

  LESSOR     

  LICENSE     

  LODGER    

  MANDY    

  ROB     

  SUBLEASE   

  TENANCY   

  TENANT    

  UNDERLEASE 

  UNLAWFULDETAINER  

  WASTE 

L L C Z J W I R D K I U F L D S N V N Z 

Y H B U L U X J Z T C P L Z I C I Y O B 

E E U N D E R L E A S E B H W N W X S Q 

I C S N G T Y L N M N I V Z J E F P J V 

H V I U L E A S E H O L D E S T A T E H 

M M N O B A A S G N K O K N D E M E I R 

P T E I T L W A S T E B E A B I A N H E 

Y B S O G N E F D A H C M B G H T A W Y 

R M S T D I A A U D I X D W P A B N U U 

U Q L E S S E E S L A N D L O R D T N Y 

F E A R L A I O H E D T L N A Y B M S Z 

I D W N N O I T C I V E S A U O Y I N Q 

K G Z K X O W X R V R J T E N A N C Y F 

V I G C D S A K N H E E L A P B P X O H 

O C B I Y E N T R U O C V A I E S C U Q 

O H L O D G E R G W H T J J G N X B B S 

S W A C F C G Y D N A M M D C E E O W K 

J T B X T M W R O S S E L A T S I R K O 

H A S Z P U H T Z Q U N K C S G B Q W C 

E W H W L I L H V G S T B N D I P A G Y 

http://www.wilegalblank.com/
mailto:rick@wilegalblank.com
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       Meet A Member 

         Doug Powell 

 

1. Number of rentals?  
  I own 460 plus rentals.  
 
2. Years of landlording experience?   
  I have been in the rental industry for 30 years. 
 
3.    What is your hardest job?  
  Finding good residents/tenants  
 
4.    Your biggest mistake?  
  Letting a tenant stay after eviction and hoping to collect my back rent.  It never usually works. 
 
5.    New landlord advice?  
  Don’t overpay for a property. 
 
6.    Favorite type of tenants?   
  One that pays rent on time, is quiet and keeps the unit clean. 
 
7.    Best way to find/attract tenants?   
  Tenant referrals and the Internet. 
 
8.    One way to keep good tenants?   
   Fix and maintain property. Do the work orders ASAP. 
 
9.    Money saving maintenance tip? 
  Try to do as much as possible yourself ie., maintenance, cleaning units, lawn care.  Don’t always buy  
  the cheapest maintenance supplies. 
 
10.  How do you encourage on-time rents?   
  I tier late fees. For example $25.00 after the 5th; $50.00 after the 10th. 
 
11.  How have you collected past due rent?  
  5 day notices.  I try not to let anyone get over 30 days. 
 
12.  Trick a tenant played on you?   
  I went to collect rent and the tenant ran out the back door to avoid me. 
 
13.  What's rewarding about being a landlord?  
  Being your own boss while building sweat equity. 
 
14.  How has Kenosha Landlord Association helped you?   
  KLA helped me on the process for evictions from start to finish, including what forms to use.  The  
  Association keeps me informed on new laws and changes in the law. 
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6113-14th Ave, Kenosha, WI                   LAWRENCE N CAPPOZZO   

email: lcappozzo@providencecompanies.com          262-658-9000  

Certified Public Accountants 

& 

Consultants 

 

 

Joseph D. Clark, 

CPA 
 

 

 

      Vince Lambrechts 

262-697-8016 

40% 

 

Jake Molgaard 
Sales  

 

 

R IZZO & DIERSEN, S. C. 
    ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Kenosha Office: 3505-30th Ave. Kenosha  (262) 652-5050 
Burlington Office: 197 W. Chestnut, Bur.   (262) 763-0883 

 

 

www.mpmcwi.com 
2518 Springbrook Rd 
Pleasant Prairie, WI 53158 

Management That 

Broker/Owner 

Liza Thober 

Office: 262-891-0299   Fax: 764-0358 
Email: mpmcwi@gmail.com 

 

MY PROPERTY 

  MANAGEMENT 

CITY OF 

KENOSHA 

HOUSING 

AUTHORITY 

 
625—52ND Street, Room 98, Kenosha, WI 53140 

(262) 653-4120~ FAX (262) 653-4114 

akenoshahousing@wi.rr.com 
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 Winterizing Your Rental Property  
 Helpful Tips For Landlords and Renters 

 

Source:  https://www.ezlandlordforms.com/articles/November 2012 

 
 
The days are growing shorter and the nights colder, which means it is time to winterize both homes and properties to save 

money and avoid property damage and lawsuits. Winterization is not just for the northern states; even properties in southern 

climates can experience freezes and damage from cold, wet weather.  
 
Creating a checklist of items that should be updated, changed or checked will ensure that any required repairs will be done in a 

timely manner - before the damage is caused. Interior items to inspect include: 
 
 Plumbing: In vacant properties in particular, landlords and property managers should drain all the water from the pipes 

and shut off the water, to prevent freezing and bursting. Burst pipes are a landlord’s nightmare, because when the pipes 

thaw and the water starts running again, it will continue to do so until someone appears at the property to shut off the wa-

ter. Insurance companies will often decline claims caused by burst pipes, due to either landlord negligence or the fact that 

many rental dwelling policies do not cover the property while vacant and include clauses requiring the landlord to obtain 

separate insurance while the property is vacant. 
 
 Water Heaters: It’s prudent to inspect hot water heaters for any possible leaks. Handling this now may reduce costs for 

potential water problems during the cold winter months. 
 
 Furnaces: Landlords and property managers who maintain single family homes should consider having furnaces serviced 

as well, as faulty furnaces can cause problems ranging from smoke to gas leaks to fires to simple breakdowns on the cold-

est day of the year when they are under the most stress.  
 
  Windows: Every single window should be inspected for drafts (or cracks). Make sure to repair or replace the windows 

that might be drafty or cracked, to lower utility costs, make the tenants happier and increase your tenant retention rate. 
 
  Doors: Inspect your doors for warping and excessive wear. If necessary, replace the weather stripping to prevent drafts 

under and around the doorway. 
 
 Fireplaces: Prior to use, all fireplaces should be checked for proper ventilation, in an effort to prevent smoke and possible 

fire damage. 
 
Remember to check the following on the exterior of your property: 
 
 Roofs: Check the roofs of your buildings for excessive wear and leaks, and repair before that first winter storm. Such re-

pairs help the roof endure the heavy snow or rain, withstanding the weight and pressure of bad weather. This simple tip 

can save you thousands in potential roof damage. 
 
 Chimney: If the rental property has a chimney, make sure to inspect it. Birds and squirrels often nest in chimneys, which 

can block the flow of smoke and cause a smoke and fire hazard. Be sure to remove any blockage or nests before lighting 

the fireplace for the first time of the season. 
 
 Gutters: Check with tenants about whether they have noticed any gutter leaks, because freezes will make the cracks and 

leaks worse, and the leaking water can cause basement leaks, walkway damage, patio damage, and can create icy condi-

tions that can lead to falls (and lawsuits). 
 
 Walkways and Stairs: Make sure to inspect stairways and all walkways for breakage or cracks. The combination of snow, 

ice and rain is a recipe for potential disaster; trips, falls and lawsuits can easily be avoided with some minor foresight. 
 
 Balcony and Patios: Check these routinely for signs of damage, but especially when winter arrives the freezing and thaw-

ing of ice can accelerate damage to the wood. This creates a potentially dangerous situation for your tenants, which can 

mean liability for the landlord and property manager. 
 
 Outside Windows: Check the sealant and caulking in and around the outside of your windows, and consider replacing it. 

Even if the window is sealed on the inside, if the outside is not handled accordingly, a draft can still result. 
 
Once the first major snowstorm or cold spell comes through town, contractors' phones will be ringing off the hook with re-

quests to service furnaces, fix roof leaks, and clean out fireplaces and chimneys, so call them before it grows too cold, and 

avoid the backlog and heightened prices! 



Kenosha Landlord Association 

P.O. Box 1505 

Kenosha, Wisconsin  53141 

 

 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

 

 

 
 

 

www.kenoshalandlordassociation.org 

Free Food Or Snacks Provided At Meetings 

 

 

Appetizers & Networking at 6:30 pm Meeting at 7 pm 

 
 

Pre-Winterization  

Maintenance 

 
 

 

 

Next Meeting 
 

VFW 
 

6618-39th Ave 

On our regular 

 3rd Wednesday  the month  
 

September 17, 2014 
7:00 P.M. for meeting 

 


